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i. The rnain database concepts:
(a) (i) Explain what a data model is and what does it serve for.
(ii) Give the definitions of a database, database management system, database
system, database defu'rition language, and database manipulation language.
(iii) List the classical data models.
(b) Explain the requirements of data independence, integrity and security.
Qyrm)
(25l100)
(c) List the principal users of a database system, explain their functions and language
tools they use. (zstrw)
-2-
(d) Define a multi-level database schema
, functions of each level.
structure, draw a picture, explain the
Qstrm)
2. Relational databases:
(a) (i) Explain the purpose of normalization.
(ii) Give definitions of the flrst, second, and third normal forms.
(30/100)
(b) (i) Explain what a relational algebra is.
(ii) Cive definitions of tlre projection, selection, and join operations. (25lr00)
(c) Suppose we have the following requirements for a university database that is
used to keep track of students' transcripts:
. The university keeps track of each student's name (SNAME), student
number (SNUM), social security number (SSN), current address (SCADDR)
and phone (SCPHONE), permanent address (SPADDR) and phone
(SPPHONE), birthdate (BDATE), sex (SEX), class (CLASS) (freshman,
sophomore, ..-, graduate), major department (MAIORDEPCODE), minor
department (MINORDEPCODE) (if any), and degree program (PROG)(8.A., B.S, ."., Ph.D.). Both SSN and student number have unique values
for each student.
. Each department is described by a name (DEPTNAME), department code(DEPTCODE), office number (DEPTOFFICE), office phone
(DEPTPHONE), and-college (DEPTCOLLEGE). Both name and code have
unique values for each department.
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Each course has a course name (CNAME), description (CDESC), code
number (CNUM), number of semester hours (CREDIT), level (LEVEL)' ald
offering department (CDEPT). The value of each code number is unique for
each course.
Each section has an instructor (INSTRUCTORNAME), semestrer
(SEMESTER), year (YEAR), course (SEQCOURSE), and section number(SECNUM). Setrion number distinguishes different sections of the same
course that are taught during the semesterlyear; its values are 1, 2, 3, ...; up
to the number of sections taught during each semester.
o { transcript refers to a student (SSN), a particular s@tion, and a grade
(GRADE).
Design a relational database schema for ttris database application wijch are in the
third-normal form. Show all the functional dependencie3 that should hold among
the attributes. specg the key attributes of each relation. (30/100)
(d) For the database "Company" (see appendix - figure 2d attached), writq an SQL
query for the following ust<: iUate a list of a[ project names for projects that
i'nvoive an employee w:hose last name is 'Borg' as a worker or as a manager of
the deparlrnent that controls the project". (201100)
3. Object-Oriented Database.s
(a) (i) Give definitions of an object.(ii) Discuss object identity and object structure issues.
(iii) Explain what are complex (composite) objects are.
Qstrm)
(b) (i) Define a class notion and show its similarities and differences with a data
type notion.(ii) Define and discuss the notions of inheritance, superclasses, and
subclasses.
(25l100)
(c) Discuss the different types of schema modification in an OODB. (20l100)
(d) Design an object-oriented tourist database storing data about cities, hotels,
monuments, and restaurants in the following way:
c 
.{ holpl is characterizedby natne, rank (stars), number of free rooms, and
procedures of reserving a room and checkint'out.
r A, city is characterized by narne, fiiap, set of hotels, and procedurcs of
creating anew hotel andfinding rooms of needed rank.
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. A ngluus.il is characterized by name, address, a.dmissionfee, and statistics
about visitors.
e A, restaurant is characterized by city, rank (stars), and mcnus.
o A. tourist city is regarded as a special kind of city and is characterized, in
addition, by a set of monuments and a procedure of creating a new
monutnent. (30/100)
4. Database design:
(a) Describe the life cycle of the database system. (2sl100)
(b) Describe the assertion integrity constraint. (20/100)
(c) Define the recovery problem and list the components of the database log.
(2sl100)
(d) Describe the various types of fragmentation in a distributed database system.
(30/100)
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Figure 2.d. A relational databese instancs of the CCII4PANY schema
Figure 2d
- ooooooo *
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